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Savor Flavor  
Deluxe Cafeteria Branding Package 

NEXT STEPS
Congratulations on your purchase of a cafeteria branding package from Visualz. You are on your way to 
creating a branded cafeteria space that will help improve the perception students and staff have of your 
school foodservice operation, raise your participation rates, and enhance your entire cafeteria experience.

The information that follows outlines the next steps in the process of preparing your cafeteria space for the 
elements of the kit that require professional installation.
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To coordinate with the cafeteria branding package elements, the following Sherwin-Williams colors 
are recommended to coordinate with the Savor Flavor wall graphic and package elements’ color 
palette:

Paints Primers

Sherwin-Williams Cashmere 
Interior Acrylic Latex 
DP-D17W00151

Zinsser Bulls Eye 1-2-3 Primer

Sherwin-Williams  
Pre-Catalyzed Waterbased  
Epoxy DP-K45W00151  
and DP-K46W00151

Zinsser Gardz Primer

*Follow the manufacturer’s instructions for drying and curing times.

 1. Paint the Wall for Graphic Installation 
       Prior to wall graphic installation to help guarantee good adhesion of the graphic,  
         Visualz recommends the wall surface be painted with the following paints:*

2. Site-Survey and Adhesion Test
       Once painting is complete and has had adequate drying and curing time, the Visualz team will  
       coordinate and schedule time for a local 3M certified installer to survey your space prior to printing  
       and installation of your graphics. Vinyl graphic application is a tricky process. Our experienced  
       installers will know what works best in any particular situation. 

       During the site survey, the installer will measure your serving equipment for the vinyl graphic  
       wrapping and will test your freshly painted wall surface to ensure good graphic adhesion.

3. Custom Graphic Proof Approval
       The Visualz design team will provide you with proofs of the three customized package elements: 
 • Vinyl wall graphic 

 • Vinyl serving equipment wrap

 • Vinyl serving line banner

SW 7650  
Ellie Gray

SW 6868  
Real Red

SW 6927 
Greenbelt

SW 6825  
Izmir Purple

SW 6904  
Gusto Gold

SW 6892 
Carnival
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       A Visualz representative will reach out to you to determine your preferred text for each of these     
       custom-printed elements. 

       From there, you will get an initial, watermarked proof of the designs within a week. If you should  
       require revisions or adjustments, we’ll make them and send you final proofs. If the design is  
       approved, we ask that you send written approval (email is fine). Once approved, the custom  
       elements will go to print.

4. Professional Installation
       The Visualz team will coordinate and schedule time for the installer to install the wall graphic, wrap  
       the serving line equipment, and hang the art panels in your cafeteria space. You can expect the  
       installer to bring all the tools required for installation which takes approximately 4 hours to complete. 

5. Self-Installation of Remaining Package Elements
       Once the professional installation is complete, self-installation of the remaining branding package  
       can begin. The instructions that follow outline the necessary steps to successfully complete the  
       transformation of your space. 
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SELF-INSTALLATION  
INSTRUCTIONS

Die-Cut Decals 
The die-cut decals included in your kit will enhance equipment, doors, or walls by incorporating the 
branding elements into your cafeteria space. Choose a location based on the recommended surfaces for 
application listed below.

Recommended Application Surfaces:
 • Smooth walls
 • Painted drywall
 • Glass
 • Metal
 • Sanded wood (without lacquer)
 • Indoor temperature-controlled environments

Surfaces NOT Recommended:
 • Freshly painted walls. Wait 30 days after painting before applying the decals.
 • Textured walls
 • Unpainted drywall
 • Brick
 • Cinder block
 • Porous, textured paneling
 • Vehicles
 • Outdoor environments

 1. Unwind
        Unwind the decal and lay flat for an hour prior to application.
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 2. Clean the surface
        The die-cut decals require a clean surface for a good application. Use a warm, damp cloth to  
        wipe down the surface and let it dry completely. DO NOT use soap or cleaning agents, which  
        can affect adhesion.

 3. Find help
        Find someone to help you with the installation to avoid having the decal stick to itself once  
        the  backing is peeled off.

 4. Stick to surface
               With help from a friend, start at the top of your decal, slowly and carefully peel it from its  
        backing. Take care with the edges so they do not snag or tear. Place one corner on the wall  
        and slowly smooth the rest into place using minimal pressure. If you make a mistake, gently  
        peel the decal off  the wall and reposition it. 

               To remove air bubbles, start from the middle of your decal and push out to the edges with  
        a squeegee, piece of cardboard, or a credit card. Keep the backing in case you want to move 
        your decal to a new location.

The decals are repositionable up to 2-3 times before the adhesive loses tackiness.
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Floor Decals
Floor decals are for use on indoor floors only. The decals are printed on 3M vinyl that features  
Comply™ adhesive for easy application and removal.

Recommended Floor Surfaces
 • Waxed vinyl
 • Sealed concrete
 • Marble
 • Ceramic tile
 • Sealed wood
 • Terrazzo
 • Low pile, secured floor carpet (very temporary)

1. Select a location for the floor decal
In general, the floor surface must be secure and in good condition.

 • Avoid installing floor decals over loose or uneven tile.

 • Be sure the floor finish is well bonded to the floor surface. Floor finishes that are not well bonded  
    to the surface may separate or release, resulting in premature lifting of the decal.  In addition,  
    the floor finish may come off with the decal when the decal is removed, requiring reapplication  
    of the floor finish. Some types of floor finishes include concrete sealer, wood sealer, paint,  
    and wax.

 • Properly clean the floor surface, including removing any silicone coatings, except in grout  
    line area of tile.

 • The floor surface application temperature range should be 50° to 100°F (10° to 38°C).
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Any floor surface, including floor decals, that is wet due to rain, snow, or other contaminants may  
become slippery. To avoid personal injury due to slipping:

 • Place floor decals far enough away from entryways so they stay dry.

 • Use doormats to reduce moisture at entryways. 

 • Clean up water and spills immediately.

Floor decals may be damaged by pallets or heavy equipment, such as forklifts, as well as dragging  
heavy items across the top of the graphic. Minor edge chipping is unavoidable.

2. Prepare the floor surface
All floor surfaces must be cleaned prior to applying floor decals, including surfaces that are sealed, 
 waxed, or painted. To clean the floor, use the following procedure.

 1. Spray the floor where the decal will be applied. Use a solution of 20 drops of detergent  
       per pint of water. Do not use soap or enzyme detergents.

 2. Clean an area that is 6-8 inches larger than the graphic. 

 3. Wipe the floor clean and then dry it with a lint-free paper towel. Be sure to remove all  
       soil and grit.

 4. Remove any oil or grease by wiping the floor with a clean, lint-free  paper towel that has been  
       moistened with rubbing alcohol. To avoid leaving a residue, wipe the surface completely dry  
       with a  lint-free paper towel before the alcohol evaporates.

3. Apply the floor decal
 1. Position the floor decal on the clean floor.

  - Avoid aligning the edges of the decal on grout lines of tile.

  - Do not smooth the decal with your hands because this entraps air.

 2. Peel back one half of the liner to expose the adhesive. Carefully cut off that part of the  
       liner while holding the decal  away from the surface. 

 3. Use a squeegee to make one stroke across the center of the decal.

 4. Continue stroking edge-to-edge across the shortest distance until that half of the  
      decal is applied.

 5. Lift the other end of the decal and remove the remaining liner.

 6. Continue stroking edge-to-edge across the shortest distance until the graphic is applied.

 7. Re-squeegee the outer 4-6 inches all around the decal and the corners to ensure a good   
       edge seal. Use firm, overlapping strokes to work the adhesive into the floor surface to provide   
       better bonding.

If you apply the decal to a floor that is routinely maintained using buffing or scrubbing equipment, wax the 
graphic as soon as possible after applying it to the floor. This protects the graphic from premature wear due to 
routine floor maintenance. Following the application and waxing, if used, keep the graphic and surrounding floor 
surface clean and dry for at least 4 hours. Do not buff or scrub the area during this time.
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Maintenance
Use routine floor maintenance procedures and equipment to maintain the decal.

 1. Select a floor finish or wax that meets or exceeds the 0.5 Static Coefficient of Friction  
       value using the ASTM D 2047 test procedure.

 2. Clean the graphic prior to waxing it.

 3. Follow the manufacturer’s recommendations for applying the floor finish or wax.

 4. Do not use buffing equipment over graphics unless they are waxed regularly.

If high-speed, propane-type buffers are used, we recommend that you apply 4-6 coats of wax  
to the decal before buffing it. The multiple coating of wax reduces the chance of the edge of the  
graphic wearing prematurely.

Removal

 1. Remove the decal by lifting one edge and pulling it off at a sharp  angle with smooth,  
       even tension. A scraper, such as a  putty knife, may be used to lift the edge if needed.

 2. The floor wax under the graphic may also be removed in this process; therefore, the area   
       may have to be rewaxed.

When applying graphics to carpet, it is solely the user’s responsibility to be aware of and comply 
with the Americans with Disabilities Act Standards for Accessible Design, which includes but is 
not limited to:

 302.2 Carpet. Carpet or carpet tile shall be securely attached and shall have a firm   
 cushion, pad, or backing or no cushion or pad. Carpet or carpet tile shall have a level   
 loop, textured loop, level cut pile, or level cut/uncut pile texture. Pile height shall be ½ inch  
 (13 mm) maximum. Exposed edges of carpet shall be fastened to floor surfaces and   
 shall have trim on the entire length of the exposed edge.

CAUTION:
Loose or damaged floor decals may cause a person to slip or trip and fall. To reduce the risk of 
slipping or tripping:

 • Properly apply on hard indoor floors or carpets or pile as described in  
    ADA Standards for Accessible Design, Section 302.

 • Immediately remove or replace loose or damaged graphics.  
    Do not attempt to repair or readhere.

Failure to heed this caution may result in personal injury.
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Mag-Mount Menu Board and Vinyl Banner
The Easy Mag-Mount Menu Board is a helpful tool for the cafeteria. It helps 
improve the flow of students through the serving line by highlighting the day’s 
menu choices. The magnetic pockets included in the kit should be used with 
the free downloadable Microsoft Word template to print and insert with daily 
menu choices. Download the file from www.getvisualz.com by searching the 
term “mag-mount template” and clicking any of your search results.  
The template is found on product pages under the Free Teaching Materials  
tab, about midway down the page.

The vinyl banner and Easy Mag-Mount Menu Board can be displayed together. 
For a simple and portable display option for the menu board, hook the board 
onto the banner display stand by inserting the stand’s hooks into the holes 
at the top of the board. The menu board can also be displayed separately by 
hanging on a wall.

Consider these helpful hints while making sure what you’re sharing is clear  
and easy to understand:

 • If mounting to a wall, use a level to hang straight. Don’t hang the  
    menu board too low so students can remove the magnetic pockets.

 • Type your daily menu items in the text boxes of the menu template  
    and spell check before printing.

 • Use a paper cutter to trim menu template pieces  
    to size for a  professional-looking finish.
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Posters 
Displaying the posters included in this package can help support your 
school’s wellness program and promote making nutritious choices.  
Insert the posters  into the Snap Frames. The four sides of the frames 
spring open and shut to professionally display posters (and store any 
extra) with ease.

Consider these helpful hints for hanging your posters:

 • Look for visible areas and consider how students will move  
    through the space.  What direction will students be facing,  
    walking or moving? Hang your posters and signage so  
    students can see them while standing in line. 

 • How high? The rule of thumb is to hang just above eye level.  
    Don’t hang your signage too high, which can look out of place.

 • Look for balance by equally spacing items on the wall or  
    centering over a focal point.

 • Don’t crowd your wall hangings–less clutter is more    
    appealing visually.

 • Keep hanging items out of easy reach of fingers passing by.

 • Use a level and tape measure to make sure the signage is  
    straight and centered.


